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The Holy Land of Jarmany
Skleickenjung Jarschk

Anthem: 

Jarmany anthem
The Song of the Jarmans

Location of MathewJarman/Jarmany(dark green)
– on the European continent(green & dark grey)
– in the European Union(green)  —  [Legend]

Capital
(and largest city)

Ridda Bisqit 

Official language(s) Jarmün

Demonym Jarshifipodites 

Government Democracy parliamentary republic

 -  President Mathew Jarman

 -  Chancellor Kyle Richard Graham

 -  General Darth Keyhour

Area

 -  Total 357,021 km2 (63rd)
137,847 sq mi 

 -  Water (%) 2.416

Population

 -  2010 estimate 41 (Last)

 -  Density 114/km2 (Last)
291/sq mi

GDP (PPP) 2010 estimate
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 -  Total $2.940 million[1]

 -  Per capita $36,033[1]

GDP (nominal) 2010 estimate

 -  Total $3.315 million[1]

 -  Per capita $10,631 

Gini (2006) 27 (low) 

HDI (2010)  0.885[2]  (very high) (10th)

Currency Friendship(present – present) (FSP)

Internet TLD .jar

1   The country is ruled by two people.

2   The president has a life long term.

3   The chancellor has the power to impeach President every 10 year.

4   The chancellor can serve 5, 4 year terms.

Jarmany is the small country located in the Pacific Ocean. Not much is known about this country for it has been
concealed by the military for unknown reasons until recently. The inhabitants are known as Jarschifipodites and
speak the official language, Jarmün.[3]

History
Most of Jarmany's history isn't documented, and are known by folklore.[4]

=The Jarhead Tribe and Local Folklore
The first people believed to have cultivated this land were known as the Jarhead Tribe. Scholars debate on the
whereabouts of which these Jarheads migrated from. The most favored theory is that tribes in the northern america
floated to Jarmany by chance. The ancient tribe worshiped a god known as the Jar-Man. Within his jar, all the
knowledge one could posses and the ingredients to life.

The Great Civil War
Somewhere around the 1500s a war out broke. Some people believe it started from a single punch, and others say the
kerfuffle and joined the fight soon being a war. Splitting the nation in half, after countless decades of war, people
forgot what they were fighting about, but continued out of unknown rage. The war ended in the 1750s after a
century's negotiation and Jarmany's two city-states were born. Ridda Bisqit was chosen over Twünty-Füve for
unknown reasons even though Ridda Bisqit is the smaller half of the country.[5]
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Formation of Government
Mathew Jarman decided to form a government and control was was established.

Culture
There's some freaky stuff in here.[6] [7]

Religion
Jarschifody is the official religion announced by Mathew Jarman on August 27, 2011.
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